Stringer Assistant

INTENDED USE:
Key Surgical® Stringer Assistant is designed to assist in the stringing of surgical instruments onto instrument stringers.

CONTRAINDICATIONS:
There are no known contraindications and/or adverse effects.

PREPARATION:
Clean and disinfect stringer assistant as needed.

CLEANING & DISINFECTION:
The stringer assistant has been functionally validated with the following:
- Prolystica 2X Enzymatic
- Cidex OPA

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
1. Slide a stringer into the slot on the base of the stringer assistant.
2. String one instrument upon another by the ringed handles.
3. When full, close off the stringer (where applicable) and slide it out of the base.

STORAGE:
Store stringer assistant in a manner that will reduce cross-contamination.

DISPOSAL:
The Stringer Assistant has a life span and will require replacing if there are any signs of deterioration or loss of functionality. Dispose of product following facility policy for disposal.